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Nina              Nandu had just moved to a new

neighborhood.

          But Nina did NOT want to go to a new school.

      She was nervous about meeting new kids.

       She was nervous about having a new teacher.
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     Granny Nandu brought Nina some hot

 cinnamon tea.

       “Nina,” said Granny. “You must turn off

     the nervous button in your noggin.”
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  ?”  “What’s my noggin asked Nina.

     Granny gently knocked on Nina’s head.

“         This is your noggin. Now turn off that

   nervous button in there!”
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   “I can’t,” said Nina.

     “So I’m not going to school.

   Nope. No way.

    Not now. Not ever. Never!

      I’m just too nervous in my noggin.”
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   “Nonsense,” said Granny Nandu.

         “I went to your new school to meet your

  teacher, Alpha Betty.

        You will be the only nandu in your class.

    One of a kind! Special!”
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  Nina frowned.

       “I don’t want to be the only nandu.

     Nobody will know anything about nandus.

       They’ll think I’m an ostrich. Or an emu.

         They’ll make fun of me and call me names.”         
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